
2022 OKLAHOMA REQUIREMENTS*

FOR MEDICAL MARIJUANA 

PACKAGING AND LABELING 

General Labeling and Packaging Requirements:

The following general label and packaging requirements, prohibitions, and exceptions apply to all
medical marijuana and medical marijuana products.
1. Labels, packages, and containers shall not be attractive to minors and shall not contain any content

that reasonably appears to target children, including toys, cartoon characters, and similar images.
Packages should be designed to minimize appeal to children and shall not depict images other than
the business name logo of the medical marijuana producer and image of the product (emphasis
added, most states do not allow such images because of the conflict with the “opaque” requirement
for CR packaging).

2. Packaging must contain a label that reads: "Keep out of reach of children."
3. All medical marijuana and medical marijuana products must be packaged in child-resistant containers

at the point of sale or transfer. CR packaging must be opaque and CR resealable for multiple use
products.

4. Labels must contain a warning that states “Women should not use marijuana or medical marijuana
products during pregnancy because of the risk of birth defects.”

5. Packages and labels must not contain any deceptive, false or misleading statements, including use of
the word “organic” or any similar term, or the term “pesticide-free” unless the product was grown,
harvested, processed and dispensed without any pesticide.

6. No medical marijuana or medical marijuana products shall violate any federal trademark law or
regulation or be intentionally or knowingly packaged or labeled so as to cause confusion as to
whether they are trademarked products.

7. Health or physical benefits statements are not allowed. 
8. Use of Dept. of Health or OMMA logos are not allowed.
9. Use of other states’ universal symbols or of indications that the product was sourced out-of-state are

not allowed.
10. Any prior labels must be removed and may not be covered with replacement labels.
11. Labels must include the licensee’s legal name, trade name and license number currently on file with

OMMA.

Minimum Labeling Requirements:
A. The name and license number of the grower or processor;
B. The name of the product;
C. The batch number of the product;
D. The net quantity or weight of the contents;
E. Ingredients list;
F. The Oklahoma Uniform Symbol (½” x ½” min. size and in color);
G. THC potency;
H. Terpenoid potency;
I. The statement, “This product has been tested for contaminants.”;



Edibles Labeling and Packaging:
Oklahoma rules incorporate state and federal food labeling regulations. Nutrient content, health, qualified
health and structure/function claims must comply with FDA guidelines. Oklahoma State University has
published a good 4 page guide entitled “Food Product Labeling Basics”.

General food labeling requirements for principal display panels or information panels include:
1. Name and address of the business;
2. Name of the food;
3. Net quantity or weight of contents;
4. Ingredients list;
5. Food allergen information; and
6. Nutrition labeling, if required under 21 CFR § 101.9.

In addition, marijuana specific requirements are:
7. A List of cannabis ingredients;
8. The batch number;
9. The strain of marijuana (optional);

10. THC dosage in milligrams per unit; and
11. The lot code.

Required warnings:
1. Edibles Packaging must contain the statement, "For accidental ingestion call 1-800-222-1222."
2. All packages and individually-packaged product units, including but not limited to those from bulk

packaging, must contain the Oklahoma Uniform Symbol in clear and plain sight. The Oklahoma
uniform symbol must be printed at least one-half inch by one-half inch in size and in color.

3. In order to comply with OAC 310:681-7-1(d)(4) and this Section, a label must contain a warning that
states, "Women should not use marijuana or medical marijuana products during pregnancy because
of the risk of birth defects or while breastfeeding."

Oklahoma is a medical use only state. These requirements are based on Oklahoma Medical Marijuana
Authority rules, 310: 681 et seq. 

DISCLAIMER: THESE REQUIREMENTS ARE BELIEVED TO BE ACCURATE, BUT ARE NOT ALL-INCLUSIVE AND ARE SUBJECT
TO CHANGE. THEY SHOULD NOT BE RELIED UPON FOR COMPLIANCE WITH ALL LAWS AND REGULATIONS RELATING TO
PACKAGING AND LABELING IN OKLAHOMA. 


